Suncatcher Books
#7002

Easy-to-Make Lightcatchers
67 full size patterns printed on heavy paper stock, ready to cut out.
Suncatchers include flowers, animals, fruit, birds, holiday motifs & more.

#7027

Victorian Suncatchers
113 elaborate suncatchers, primarily florals, many which could be
enlarged for window panels as well. Also includes challenging birds,
butterflies and a handful of delightful damsels. For intermediate to
advanced glass crafters.

#7201

Mandala Stained Glass Pattern Book
Mandalas are circular patterns that draw the eye inward to their center,
encouraging concentration and meditation. Beautiful to look at, feature
shapes and patterns from the natural world - crescents, spirals, crosses,
stars, flowers, vines and more. 99 line drawings.

#7215

Suncatchers
120 full size patterns for attractive flower suncatchers, birds, butterflies,
fruit, ladies, animals, fish, sea shells and many more.

#7384

Holiday 25 Pieces...or Less!
Each of the projects is easy to make and contains less than 26 pieces of
glass. 26 designs for panels and suncatchers for celebrating Christmas,
Hanukah and Kwanza. All are shown in color pictures and include
construction tips.

#7422

10 Pieces…or Less
How can a panel so simple look so good? 34 designs that contain 10
pieces of glass or less go together fast and easy but look complex.
Includes florals, critters, landscapes, and seasonal...with color variations
galore! Great for students & beginners, perfect for last minute gifts.

#7478

15 Pieces…or Less
27 patterns for simple yet dramatic stained glass panels, each shown in
full color. Most designs are 7-1/2” x 10” with optional borders.

#7530

30 Pieces…or Less!
34 full size designs each containing less than 30 pieces. Patterns include
penguins, butterflies, leaves, cyclist, poodle, lantern, rainbow, lava lamp,
flowers, dragonfly, sandpipers & more, all shown in full color.

#7568

20 Pieces…or Less!
Look what you can do with patterns of just 20 pieces or less! Simple,
fast, and charming designs include flowers, animals, fruit, geometrics and
nautical scenes. Panel sizes up to 7½” x 10”.

#7725

25 Pieces…or Less!
Looking For a Little More Challenge? 22 exciting full size patterns
for small panels up to 10” x 13”. Each is nicely drawn with individual
instructions and full color photo.

#7814

Star Quality
Create fabulous 3-dimensional stars, votive candleholders, sparkling
centerpieces, and Christmas tree decorations! Full size patterns
accompany detailed step-by-step instructions with photographs.

#7930

Glass Whirls
12 full size patterns for glass sculptures of birds and butterflies
surrounded by colorful glass rings 5” to 9” in diameter. These unique
3-D sculptures will “whirl” in the breeze!

#7935

Glass Whirls Too
15 ‘whirling’ 3-D sculptures include sailboats, fish, parrots, porpoises,
dolphins, lighthouse & more, set in sparkling glass rings.
Mix & Match Six (6) Books for Quantity Discount!
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